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REVOLABS FUSION 4- AND 8-CHANNEL WIRELESS 
MICROPHONE SYSTEMS Great audio, wireless mobility, and 
simple to install! Simply plug the cable into the AV system or 
phone system and it works. No software required. The systems 
include all the necessary cables to plug into any of the major 
video-conferencing solutions, including Lifesize, Polycom, Sony 
and Tandberg. An included remote adjusts the sound volume. 
Choose from a lapel-style mic, omnidirectional boundary, cardioid 
boundary or a XLR adapter for a handheld mic. The systems are 
secure with 128-bit encryption so that no one else can listen to 
your conversations.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
01-4FUSION-NM.............. 4-channel wireless system, no mics .................................... 4199.00
01-8FUSION-NM.............. 8-channel wireless system, no mics ..........................................CALL
05-TBLMICEX-OM-11 ...... Omnidirectional boundary mic, RF armor .............................. 299.00   
06-XLRMIC-BLK-11 ......... XLR adapter for a handheld mic ........................................... 199.00

SENNHEISER ADN CONFERENCE 
AUDIO SYSTEM The ADN system 
consists of three individual units 
sold separately. The CU1, digital 
discussion central unit, powers and 
controls up to 40 connected delegate and chairperson units. It is fully configurable, 
easy to set-up and has a low-noise fan for quiet operation. The C1 digital chairperson 
and the D1 delegate units have gooseneck microphones with supercardioid capsules 
that attenuate ambient noise efficiently. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
ADN-CU1 ................... Digital central unit .................................................................... 3999.95
ADN-C1 ..................... Digital chairperson unit .............................................................. 599.95
ADN-D1 ..................... Digital delegate unit ................................................................... 549.95

BEYERDYNAMIC
QUINTA WIRELESS 
CONFERENCE SYSTEM
A flexible, safe and mobile conference system with 3 frequency bands available (2.4/ 
5.2 / 5.8 GHz). The Quinta CU control unit features silent automatic channel switching 
during operation (can be set manually), 48kHz sampling rate, audio/video bridging, 
128-bit encryption, smartphone control, RS232 interface, zoning and more. The mic 
base units feature scratch-resistant finish, braille on the control panel, headphone 
jack, NiMH batteries, and voice activation. There are 4 gooseneck mic choices, sold 
separately. 
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
QUINTA-CU ................ Control unit ............................................................................... 3677.60
QUINTA-MU-21 .......... Delegate base unit (gooseneck mic not included) ....................... 768.77
QUINTA-MU-22 .......... Double delegate base unit (gooseneck mics not included) ....... 1282.09
QUINTA-MU-23 .......... Chairman base unit (gooseneck mic not included) ..................... 854.32
CLASSISGM-313-Q .... 12" gooseneck mic for base unit ................................................. 231.61
CLASSISGM-314-Q .... 16" gooseneck mic for base unit ................................................. 239.64
CLASSISGM-315-Q .... 20" gooseneck mic for base unit ................................................. 247.66
CLASSISGM-316-Q .... 24" gooseneck mic for base unit ................................................. 255.70

INFOCUS MONDOPAD You can present 
or collaborate on this giant tablet with 
others in the room and around the world. 
The Mondopad puts everything you need to 
visually present, capture and share ideas 
into a single device. Using a multi-touch, 
high-definition 55" display, the Mondopad 
takes video conferencing to a new level. 
Other features include digital interactive 
whiteboard and document annotation, flex-
ibility and expandability with built-in Windows PC, and control from your tablet or 
smartphone.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
MONDOPAD-KIT-5520A ...............Mondopad with Soundbar and table stand .........................CALL
INF-MOBCART ........................Mobile cart for Mondopad ............................................... 819.00
INF-WALLMNT2 ......................Wall mount for Mondopad ............................................... 199.00

FULL COMPASS HIGHLY RECOMMENDS 
INTEGRATION FOR MONDOPAD.

NEW!

SHURE DIS 
DDS-5900

DIGITAL DISCUSSION SYSTEM
This conferencing system consists of 
a central unit and a single program-
mable multi-user unit to enable discussion, interpretation, grouping, voice activation and 
audio scrambling. It is ideal for anything from small rental jobs to permanent installations. 
Audio transmission is fully digital, allowing up to 8 simultaneously open microphones. 
Control up to 250 discussion units and up to 32 interpreter units. The Discussion unit is 
configurable as chairman, delegate or interpreter and 4 different microphone operation 
modes are available -  Automatic, FIFO, Manual and Voice Activation.  A web browser 
interface makes it easy to change system parameters. Audio is scrambled to protect 
sensitive information from eavesdropping. Connections are made via Cat5 cable.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
CU-5905......................... Central unit, with socket tool and button overlays ............... 1692.00
DC-5980-P ..................... Discussion unit ...................................................................... 338.00
GM-5923 ........................ Gooseneck microphone, 15.75”, XLR connector, LED indicator ... 152.00
GM-5924 ........................ Gooseneck microphone, 19”, XLR connector, LED indicator ... 152.00
DC5980PACC-DMOVRLY .. Delegate on/off button overlay ................................................. 34.00

NEW!

CLEAR ONE COLLABORATE™ 
VIDEO CONFERENCING SYSTEMS 
With an attractive price point and vast 
featureset, these room systems allow 
you to collaborate and videoconference 
easily.  All systems provide high-quality video 
with smooth motion capture, future-proof design 
due to easy upgradeability, and full videoconfer-
encing functionality, including recording, streaming, 
and data sharing. Other impressive offerings include 
echo/noise cancellation for crisp audio, a daisy-chain-
able Conference® mic array that supports up to 6 mics (ensuring all participants are 
heard), embedded 4-way MCU, recording via HDD (internal or external) for archiving 
and streaming to unlimited numbers of people - great for webinars and training! 
SIP/H.323 interoperability is also standard on all models. COLLABORATE Room SD 
and COLLABORATE Room HD are designed for small to medium settings. The SD ver-
sion has 720p30 outgoing video resolution, and 1080p30 incoming, while the HD ver-
sion provides 720p30 outgoing and 1080p60 incoming. For medium-sized businesses 
and meeting rooms COLLABORATE Room FHD offers full high-definition 1080p30 
for incoming/outgoing video and supports 720p60. For a broadcast-grade experience, 
COLLABORATE Room PHD, features 1080p60 incoming and outgoing video. Please 
visit fullcompass.com or speak with your Sales Pro for more information.
ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE
930-401-300.....................COLLABORATE Room SD Codec, wireless remote control, 

power supply/cables ..........................................................4405.18
930-401-402.....................COLLABORATE Room HD Codec, 10x PTZ camera, 

HD mic array, wireless remote control, power supply/cables .......CALL
930-401-502.....................COLLABORATE Room FHD Codec, 10x PTZ camera, 

HD mic array, wireless remote control, power supply/cables ....CALL
930-401-600.....................COLLABORATE Room PHD Codec, wireless remote control, 

power supply/cables ...............................................................CALL

NEW!


